Supply List

Beginning Watercolor 1 & 2 and Intermediate Watercolor
Instructor: Barry Benton (Studio: 469-600-4262)

Paints (Winston Newton brand)
- Cobalt Blue
- Ultramarine Blue
- Permanent Rose
- Cad Red Medium
- Paynes Grey
- Yellow Green (Van Gogh or Grumbacher)
- Burnt Sienna or Transparent Red Oxide (Rembrandt)
- Antwerp Blue
- Raw Sienna
- Cad Orange
- New Gamboge

Brushes (Buy the best you can afford)
- ½ “ flat
- #4 or #5 Rigger or script brush
- 1” flat brush or a good wash brush
- #8 round

Other supplies:
- D’Arches Cold Press 140# paper 22x30
- Container to hold water (cool whip bowl)
- Natural Sponge
- Cellulose Sponge or household sponge
- Rag
- Paper Towels
- Palette with lid
- Sketch book
- Kneaded eraser
- Spray bottle
- Paper tissues
- Toothbrush
- Masonite board 16 x 23
- #2 Pencil
- Salt shaker
- Salt shaker
- Spray bottle

Michaels or Azel’s is a good place to buy supplies.
Azel’s gives a 10% discount to students
Online: www.cheapjoes.com

Supplies MUST be brought to the first class!